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 VINYL WORKS CANADA manufactures all models of Resin Pool Fencing to meet or exceed ANSI/APSP requirements 

for pool fencing / barrier codes for above ground/onground swimming pools 
 
 Fencing is available in both 24” and 36” heights and in various colors. Pool fencing is manufactured to fit most any 

make, size and shape of above ground swimming pool (rigid wall pools only – not for use with soft sided or inflatable 
pools) 

 
 All pool fencing is manufactured using maintenance free resins. All hardware provided is stainless steel  
 
 Open-air spacing between the pickets of all fencing systems does not exceed 4". The installation instructions specify 

that the open-air spacing from the last picket to the vertical support post, for all models of fencing, should not 
exceed 4"  

 
 The installation instructions for both heights of fencing specify that the opening from the bottom of the bottom rail to 

the top rail of the pool not exceed 2" in height 
 
 All pool fencing is manufactured so that at least 65% of the fencing remains open area to allow for visibility of the 

pool swimming area 
 
 Both heights of pool fencing are mounted directly to the vertical uprights/posts of the pool using two (2) #14 x 1" self-

tapping stainless screws. All models and heights of fencing utilize a molded mounting bracket (various mounting 
brackets for different fence models). The brackets attach to the pool uprights and the fence posts mount into the 
brackets. Stainless hardware is used throughout the fence. All mounting brackets are made of vinyl with reinforcing 
ribs for greater strength. The brackets are supplied for flush mount but can be trimmed to accommodate round face 
/ curved uprights or uprights with a center rib 

 
 The horizontal rails on all models of fencing are secured to the vertical posts using #8 x 3/4" stainless screws, both 

through the face of the posts and inside the posts for greater strength. Fence rails / sections measure 64.5 inches in 
length. Fence rails include an internal reinforcing rib for greater strength 

 
 Pool fence kits are recommended to be used with our Decks, Step Entry Systems and our A-Frame Ladders to totally 

enclose and protect the pool for added security. The fencing can be secured to all VWC a-frame ladders, entry 
systems and decks using CCCCONNECTOR KITONNECTOR KITONNECTOR KITONNECTOR KITSSSS. The Connector Kits are sold separately 

 
 Both heights of fencing are packaged modularly in three convenient packs / kits; an A, B or C. Each pack/kit has 

different contents (quantity of fence sections and posts). Combinations of packs can be ordered to obtain the 
required amount of fencing for any given pool. Refer to our Fencing Breakdown Specifications for your specific pool 
requirements 

 
 Vinyl Works Canada offers a REMOVABLE SECTION KITREMOVABLE SECTION KITREMOVABLE SECTION KITREMOVABLE SECTION KIT. The removable section kit is designed to provide the pool 

owner with an easy access to their pool while maintaining the security of the fence. The kit can be used for 
vacuuming, working solar cover reels, totally enclosing the pool, adding chemicals, testing pool water, or installing / 
removing winter covers. Multiple removable section kits can be used per pool but not directly beside one another. 
Removable Section Kits can be ordered for both heights of fencing; specify when ordering. The removable section 
kit does NOT include a fence section but is designed to make an existing section removable – remember this when 
calculating your fencing requirements / kits to order 

 
 OPTIONALOPTIONALOPTIONALOPTIONAL    Solar Fence Kit Lights are available for all models of fence in various colors.    The lights attach to the 

fence posts with a custom molded bracket. Solar lights include a rechargeable battery 
 
 VINYL WORKS CANADA reserves the right to change or alter the manufacturing specifications within the specified 

code restrictions. If there should be any questions regarding these or any of our other products please do not 
hesitate to contact our customer service department at toll free 1-877-VINYL WK 
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